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STUDY CALENDAR

In this worksheet I’ll lay out a suggested study schedule and then provide a calendar for you to print off for your own 
use. 

Monday: Learn new sign(s) 
Wednesday: Change an English sentence(s) into ASL 
Friday: Watch a receptive fingerspelling video + make my own list/video of fingerspelling words 

I’d recommend keeping a running list of signs you’ve learned and practice them a bit each day. Pull them out when 
you have a chance to run through a few.  

A quick easy way to practice fingerspelling is to fingerspell the words on your sign list. 2 for 1!  

Each practice/study session doesn’t require a huge time commitment. All you can do is all you can do. And all you 
can do is good enough.  

1 minute, 5 minutes, or more.  

To use the calendar: Fill in your calendar with the schedule above or one of your design. Make note of the time you 
have set aside to work on each lesson and any additional practice times. Remember, your practice time could be 
standing next to the stove (or microwave) while you’re cooking dinner. Check, X, or mark the days you’ve completed. 
Reschedule the days that just aren’t going to work for you and don’t feel an ounce of guilt over it. 

Above all. Have fun. Laugh. Smile. And if you can’t, watch a blooper of mine and you’ll have someone to laugh at. 

Welcome welcome and congratulations for taking action! 
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